[Temporary acceleration of interstitial fluid drainage in excited brain region induced by movement].
To investigate the changes of brain interstitial fluid (ISF) induced by movement. Twenty mature male Sprague-Dawley rats were randomly divided into two groups: control group and movement group. Electrophysiological neurons in caudate nuclear of additional five rats were recorded and the differences analyzed between under anesthesia and by movement. In the control group, the rats were anesthetized using isoflurane continuously during the experiment process. In the meantime the magnetic tracer was injected into the center of the caudate nucleus and multi-period magnetic resonance scanning was performed at several time points until high signal intensity invisible in the images. In the movement group, the rats were anesthetized for the injection of the tracer, and the first post-injection magnetic resonance scanning was performed. Then the rats were waken and allowed moving voluntarily for 20 minutes. The rats were anesthetized again and multi-period magnetic resonance scanning was performed until the experiment ended. NanoDetect system (Version 1.2, MRI lab, Beijing, China) was used to measure the parameters on ISF, which included the weighed signal intensity (weighed ΔSI) , the term predicting the amount of the tracer, and half-time of the tracer. In movement group, the weighed ΔSI at the time points of pre-movement and 10, 40, 70, 130, and 190 minutes after movement were calculated respectively. In control group, the weighed ΔSI at the same time points also were measured. The weighed ΔSI and half-time were compared between the two groups. The electrophysiological recording and data analysis showed significant difference in the local field potential of Caudate Nucleus between under anesthesia and by movement. The weighed ΔSI (unit: ΔSI×mm3) values of the two groups, presented by movement group vs. control group, were as followings, 60 257.1±23 069.2 vs. 61 072.0±19 547.3 at pre-move, 83 624.3±21 475.7 vs. 71 218.1±12 586.5 at 10 min after movement, 57 336.0±36 243.4 vs. 69 756.1±13 306.0 at 40 min after movement, 43 705.9±10 246.3 vs. 55 443.2±20 733.3 at 70 min after movement, 7 734.9±2 645.2 vs. 8 967.6±2 007.3 at 130 min after movement and 2 497.3±987.5 vs. 3 013.2±1 760.8 at 190 min after movement. Moreover, at 40 min after movement, the weighed ΔSI of movement group was significantly reduced compared with control group (P<0.05). The half-time was not significantly different [(104.3±54.1) min vs. (113.4±47.3) min, P>0.05]. ISF drainage of caudate nuclear can be acclerated temporarily by movement.